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This was originally released in 2014After experiencing another breakdown, recently divorced Layla
meets the handsome Cross, a free-spirited white guy who has his own issues. The two find solace
together and when their friendship blossoms into love; Layla rediscovers her true self and the
happiness sheâ€™s missed.Ironically, while Laylaâ€™s life seems to be getting back on track, her
sistersâ€™ lives are spiraling out of control. Valerie, who seems obsessed with not being able to
have a child, is unknowingly pushing her husband into another womanâ€™s arms. Valerie also
blames Corrine, her younger sister, for a fatal tragedy and has hated her ever since. On top of the
family chaos, Layla is put through more obstacles than anyone can handle, but proves that with
Crossâ€™ love and support, she can win any battle.
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Layla and Cross's story is good. They both had issues but found love with each other. Mental health
is no laughing matter and I'm glad how this book handled this issue. So much going on with Layla's
family but it helped explain what was going on that might of contributed to the issue at hand. I
wanted to know how Cross managed when not around Layla and more about his son. Good job

StacY Deanne.

I liked this book. I love the fact that the author tackled mental illness,marital issues, jealousy, mental
abuse and other issues. I also loved that it was about family as well as a romance. It took on a lot
but the author handled it very well. I would recommend this book and read this author again.

Great story. I was drawn in from the beginning to the end with the family problems centered around
mental illness, sister rivalry and jealousy. This is a book that will have you caught up with the
real-life characters pulling for them to get through their personal issues and mishaps.

This story was all over the map. I'm not even sure who the main character was supposed to be. In
any event I didn't form any emotional attachment to these characters. This was a dud for me.

It deserved a ten. This the best read I have ever had. A mother's love for her daughter's is extreme.
You just have to read it. It's been a while since I cried or even gotten emotional reading a book.
When you read it break out the tissues. ðŸ’–ðŸ˜‚

The story started out very good but the ending was very disappointing! What happens with Layla
and Cross do they marry and a baby together. Does Shanti heal with the help of Cross' son and
they fall in love, does Corrine find her happy ever after and does Liyah cleanup her
completely???????..........

This was a good book. However, I wanted the end for have more boom. That is to say, the villain got
away, Kayla and Cross never sparked and Patrick is left hurt and alone. Just wished they all could
have had closure.

I love the characters in this book went through trials and tribulations but they are able to find love
and forgiveness during this time period. Cross and Layla were magically together and supportive of
each other. They were each other missing piece. Mental illness is a disease that can be treated and
a person can live a full life. You can love a person with all their flaws because nobody is perfect.
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